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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

The purpose of the Key-based Data Model is to define the current (OAS-ISO) data used by the
Marine Corps in the Combat Development Process (CDP) as it pertains to Training and

Education processes. Emphasis is placed on that data that impacts training program assessment,
resource allocation and readiness. The model will provide:
* A basis on which to build a training readiness assessment and resource allocation
framework;
* A reference for database design; and
* A definition of T&E entity relationships within the Combat Development Process.

The model was developed within the context of data stadadization procedures outlined in
various DoD directives'.

IDEFlX 2 methodology was used to develop the data model.

BACKGROUND

1.2

The Director, Training and Education Division, MCCDC has determined that the allocation of
training resources needs to be directly related to mission accomplishment and training readiness.
In order to optimize available training resources and minimize the impact of the declining DoD

budget on training readiness, it was decided to:
"* Consolidate common functions to the maximum extent to achieve economies of scale;
"* Maximize the utilization of existing assets through effective command and control;

I

See DoD directives 8320.1-M, 8320.1-M-1, S320-M-x, and FIPS PUB 184.

2

IDEFIX. IDEF is an acronym for ICAM DEFinition, wher ICAM stands for Integratd

Compiu Meinacing. T1h '1' indicates an IDEF data model as appnoed to '0' which indicates an activity
mode. [IDEFO is the medhodology for developing activity ndes.] 'X' in IDEliX stands for eXteaded.
16 May 190
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"* Capitalize on existing and emerging technology, and;
"• Achieve the highest degree of readiness at least cost by reducing overhead expenses.

The Marine Corps Training Readiness improvement initiative, which defines and standardizes
training readiness reporting, allocates training and education resources according to -value
added" to warfighting capability objectives, and eliminates redundant automated information

systems, accomplishes all four objectives. It also embodies a primary objective of Marine Corps
training and education to maximize the transfer of learning and level of readiness through
standardization of performance objectives.
The Marine Corps Training Readiness Support System (MCFRSS) Project was initiated by the
Training and Education Division of the Marine Corps Combat Development Command
(MCCDC) in an effort to better define and measure training readiness. The MCTRSS project

is following the guidelines and structure of the Corporate Information Management (CIM)
initiative for improving DoD functional processes.
1.2.1

FUNCTIONAL PROCS IMMRO

•

Functional process improvement is a structured approach DoD has developed to define an
organizaion's "AS-IS" environment and it's objectives and strategy for achieving those
objectives. This approach consists of incremental improvements made through functional and
technical analysis and decision malting. Its goals are to cut costs, improve quality, and increase
productivity. The approach essentially combines data and process modeling with financial
analysis in evaluating functional process improvemet alternatives.
In a Needs Analysis Report published 7 January, 1994, an WAS-IS" Training and Education
Activity Model was developed and analyzed. Several hmprovement opportunities were identified
to standardize, streamline, and simplify the training readiness and resource allocation process.
An improved functional architecture for training readiness assessment and resource allocation
was defined in an Overview Functional Description published 16 May, 1994. The MCTRSS

project suppom that architecture.
16 Ap 194
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CON

CTON OF THE DANA MODEL

The MCRWS Data Model was prepared as recommended in The Federal Information Processing
Stadams Publication 184 (FIPS PUB 184), "Imegradon Dejndon for hIomawdon Modeling

An expect modele proficient in the IDEFIX methodology and coincidentally involved in a Joint
Service project to standardize data used in the Military Standard 1379D, "Militry Training
Programs', was selected to facilitate the data model construction.
Training and education experts collected pertinent documents, conducted interviews and held data
validation meetings. Primary document sources of input to the model were Marine Corps Order
(MCO) P3900.15, "Manne Corps Combat Development Process-, MCOs and documents
pertaining to training and education, Marine Corps Master Plan, Supporting Establishment
Master Plan, Mission Area Analysis reports, "U. S. Combat Development Process (CDP)
Version 1.1, DraftModel- dated March 10, 1994, MCTRSS "TrainingReadiness Needs Analysis
Report and the IDEFO Training and Education Activity Model.
The IDEFO Activity Model components and definitions were analyzed to identify nouns which
might represent "things" or entities of interest to the Marine Corps within the scope of MCTRSS
and definitions were either located or developed for them. Where possible, existing definitions
were used for the entities. For those entities having more than one definition, consensus among
experts resulted in the definition used in the model. In cases where an entity had a unique or
specific meaning within the scope of MCTRSS, a definition was developed.
Entities and definitions were refined through a series of briefings and interactive presentations
with Marine Corps combat development process, education and training, mission area analysis,
Marine Corps Master Plan, Marine Corps Lessons Learned and budget experts. These meetings
also provided the necessary information to begin establishing relationships among the various
entities through the identification of business rules. Business rules are represented in the data

16 May 1994
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which govern he way that atities (thIng Important to the Marine Corps)

interact with one another.

The data model was de-veoped in an evolutionary mner. Initially an Entity-Relationship
Model, one that merely identifies the entities and the busineas staments that exist among them,
was constructed and distributed to experts for validation. Subsequently the Key-based Data
Model, the next level of detail that resolves the business rules into more specific relationships
and identifies the primary keys of the entities, was constructed.
In order

to

facilitate readability and understanding of the data model, it was divided into

Each of these views focuses on a specific logical structure centered around the entity
for which it is titled. Views allow a more detailed analysis of the entities and the
"views.

interrelationships within a more specific context.
1.4

OVERVEW OF DATA MODETNG

A data model is a graphic and textual representatfon of the data important to an organization to
meet its mission. It is an abstract representation of data objects that can be shared and reused
across application systems and organization boundaries.
A data model is similar to a blueprint of a house or building. Although developing a blueprint
is the job of the architect, reading a blueprint is possible for most people given some
understanding of the notation (i.e., language) used to express the information on the blueprint.
Likewise, being able to read a data model is relatively easy once the reader has a basic
nderstandIng of the notation (or language) used to express the model. Section 1.5 gives a brief
inrduction to the notation used in the data model.
1.5

IDEFX OVERVIEW

Although there are a number of notations used in expressing a data model, the one used here is
based on the IDEFIX methodology adopted by the DoD for developing standard data models.
16 mqay IW
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An IDEFIX data model is composed of three basic building blocks, reflecting three data
modeling concepts: entity, attribute, and relationship' An entity represents a person, place, thing,
event, or concept that is important to the enterprise. A

ute represent properties of an entity4 .

A iwdionswhp is a connection between two entities and describes a business rule of the

business'.
1.5.1

ENTITY AND ATTRIBUTES

In an IDEFIX diagram, an entity is represented by a closed box with the name of the entity at
the top and the attributes of the entity listed inside the box (Figure 1-1). Entity names are always

singular, naming an instance (singular occurrence) of an entity.
The horizontal line divides the entity into two sets: primary key attributes (top) and data
attributes (bottom). The primary key attribute is an attribute or group of attributes that uniquely
identify an entity. All remaining attributes are referred to as non-key data attributes.

Eatity Name
ISlKt.CAPAwuJ1y nf2s

Key Attributes

Figur I-1 Entity with Key and Data Attributes.
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' IDEPIX cmba viewed as a graphic lantguage for ezprmuing saeat about a business. Entities act
like non, attributes act like adjectives or modifiers, and the relationships act like verbs.
4 jn

CODOL terms, an entity would be a record and an attribute a field or data element within the

sA biuinuus rule is a hltenmnt of fact that defines constraints and relationships bewe data elements.

RELATONSHIP

1.5.2

Relaionsipsrepresent connections-., links, or associations between entities. They are the verbs
of a diaguam showing how entities relate to each other. Reainhp in a dama model represent
some of the business rules that describe the area being modeled. Relationships will be binary,
i.e., they will connect exactly two entities, creating a parent/child relationship.
The number of entity instances (occurrences of a record) to be expected at each end of the
reaionsip is called the cardbialir of the relationship. Various symbols will be used to specify
how miay entity instances may or must be present at the end with the dot. "P' (positive) is used
for one or more, nothing for zero or more, and *Zw for zero or one. T'here is only one entity
instance at the end without the dot. Figure 1-2 shows the cardinality syntax.

tlzero,ý Ofte or

Moreoron

Figure 1-2 Ciarinailty
In the data model, relationships will be displayed as aline connecting two entities, with adot
on one end and a verb phrase written along the line. The *many" end of the relationship is the
end with the dot. Figure 1-3 shows a oneto-many relationship between NEED and
ALThRNA7TVE-IMPLEMENTATION-SET.
1d Aft
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Cardinayt
Parent

Child
Figure 1-3 Parent/Child Reltionhip

1.5.3

READING A MODEL

If verb phrases are chosen correctly, a relationship can be read from the parent to the child
(toward the end with the dot) using an active verb phrase and thereby come up with a reasonably
meaningful English statement. The example in Figure 1-3 can be read as follows:

A NEED may be satisfied by 0 or more ALTERNATIVE-IMPLEMENTATION-SETs.

1.5.4

KEY MIGRATION AND RELATIONSHIP TYPE

Whenever entities are connected by a relationship, the relationship contributes a key (or set of
keys) to the child entity. Foreign key aaribuwes are primary key attributes of a parent entity
contributed to a child entity across the relationship. The contributed keys are said to migrate
from parent to child. Foreign key attributes will be designated in the model by a (FK) next to
the attribute name. In Figure 1-3 "need id" in NEED migrated to ALTERNATIVEIMLEMENTATION-SET.
Two types of relationships will be used in the data model: identifying relationships and
nonidentifying relationships. An idewV• g reladonshipis one in which the primary key of the
parent entity becomes part of the primary key of the child entity. It's represented by a solid line

16 MW 1"s
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(Figure 1-3). In a nonidentifying relationship primary keys migrate to the child entity but do not
become part of the primary key of the child entity. They do become part of the non-key data
attributes. It's denoted by a dashed line shown below:
D~m•ltwtat~mWlm'•n2
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Fgure 1-4 Nonidentlfying Relatomhlp Syntax
1.5.5

INDEPENDENT AND DEPENDENT ENTITIES

Entities are either independent or dependent. An independent entity is one that does not depend
on any other entity for its identification. It's represented by a square-corner box. An dependent
entiry is one that depends on one or more entities for identification. It's represented by a rounded
box. In Figure 1-4, INTEGRATED-REQUIREMENT

is an independent entity, and

ALTERNATIVE-IMPLEMENTATION-SET is a dependent entity.
1.5.6

GENERALIZATION ENTITY AND CATEGORY ENTITIES

Figure 1-5 shows an example of a generalization hierarchy, a grouping of entities that share
common

characteristics.

SUPPORT-RQMNT,

DOCTRINAL-RQMNT,

and

T&E-RQMNT

share

the

ORG-RQMNT,

EQUIP-RQMNT,

attributes

INTEGRATED-

in

REQUIREMENT, i.e., attributes in INTEGRATED-REQUREMENT
DOCTRINAL-RQMNT,

16 May 1904

are common to

ORG-RQMNT, EQUIP-RQMNT, SUPPORT-RQMNT, and T&E-
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RQMNT. DMEGRATED-REQUIREMENr is the generalizaion entity (generic parent) and
DOMMAL-RQMNT, ORG-RQMNT, EQUIP-RQMNT, SUPPORT-RQMNT, and T&ERQMNT are category entites. The attribute that determines to which category a generic parent
instance belongs is referred to as a category discriminator.

6

IM

AOWETCATEGOAY
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Figure 1-5. Generalization Hierarchy

16 May low
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SECTION 2
GLOSSARY

Alteiratve IViplnmustatlon Set
The set of possible solutions that can fill a need.

The solution set considers all feasible

combinations of Doctrine, Organization, Training, Equipment, and Support (DOTES).
Battlefld Function
A Battlefield Function is one of seven tactical processes or functions (Command, Control and
Support; Intelligence; Maneuver; Fires; Air Defense; Mobility/Countermobility/Survivability;
and Combat Service Support)

that occur over time with out implying how they will be

accomplished or what instruments or methods will be used to perform them. The functions
provide an operational framework of the battlefield and a standard reference from which
collective analysis of mission areas can be conducted during Mission Area Analysis.

The

functions are adapted from the Army's Battlefield Functions that are explained in detail in
TRADOC PAMPHLET 11-9, BLUEPRINT OF THE BATTLEFIELD and are referred to as
the BLUEPRINT FOR THE TACTICAL LEVEL OF WAR.
explained in an upcoming revision to FMFM 2,

Battlefield Functions will be

Marine Air-Ground Task Force: A Global

Capabi&7.
Budget
The plan for the allocation of resources that are available for, required for, or assigned to a

particular purpose.
Budget Activity
A major functional classification of apropriaion type within a budget.

Budget Une Item
The lowest level of aon

16
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An ability to achive an objective, actin or task that results from analyzing a concept. Marine
Corps capabilities are categorized as operational and functional.
An OPERATIONAL CAPABIMTY is the ability to achieve the National Security
Strategy regposibilities of the Marine Corps. The Marine Corps has identified the

following 8 operational capabilities:
Command, Control and Surveillance

-

Battlespac Dominance
Power Projection
Force Sustainment
Forward Deployment
Crisis Response
Strategic Deterrence

-Sealift
A FUNCTIONAL CAPABILiTY is the ability to achieve the Marine Corps Strategy set
forth in the operwaonal capabilities. Functional capabilities are prioritized in the Marine

Corps Master Plan.
A SUPPORTING CAPABILITY is the ability of the Supporting Establishment to support
the total force.

Capabmfty Set
A group of related implementing actions from the various requirements categories (doctrine,
organization, training and education, equipment, facilities and support) necessary to achieve
solutions to deficiencies or to take advantage of opportunities.

Cbs
One iteration of a course, usually designated numerically.

16 may 19M
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Coelective Standard

Measue of mission performance used to detemrine whether units can or cannot perform an
assigned task. ( e.g. collective training standards equate to Mission Performance Standards
(MPS) contained in the MCCRES.)
Collective Task

A unit of work or action requiring interaction between two or more individuals for its

accomplishment.
Concept
A notion or statement of an idea, expressing how something might be done or accomplished.
A concept is broad in scope and pertains to the operational warfighting or major functional areas
such as aviation, intelligence and combat service support. These concepts are analyzed to
determine those capabilities that will be required to implement the concept. Concepts are
chaactized as operational or functional.
An OPERATIONAL CONCEPT is a broad statement of an idea in sufficient detail to
provide the basis for determining new or revised doctrine, organization, training and
education, equipment, or facilities and support. The three current major operational
concepts are *Operational Maneuver from the Sea", Sustained Operations Ashore" and

"Other Expeditionary Operations."
A FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT is a statement of how the elements of the MAGTF

(command, air combat, pround combat, combat service support) operate or will operate
in support of each major operational concept.
A SUPPORTING CONCEPT is a broad statement that describes the way in which the
Supporting Establishment supports the total force.
Cond Won
A restricting or modifying factor.
16 ma 104
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Comme

An nordaed arrangement of subject matter designed to instruct personmel.

Curricuha
The planned content for a course of instruction.

Dfldmqy
A shortcoming in some aspect of a required capability, as specified in the Marine Corps Master
Plan, identified thrmugh analysis, assessment or the formal studies program.

Delivery System
The instructional method and media used to present the instruction.

Dodridu

Program

Pwlkged Marine Corps requirements and the means to achieve them that are established to
implement a fundamental principle which guides the Corps actions in support of national

DoetridaRequhnmet
An established need based on a validated deficiency in the ability of the Marine Corps to carry
out a fundamental principle which guides the Corps actions in support of national objectives.

Drm
A battle/tactical eercis designed to prepare a unit or team to perform a tactical technique or

procedure through prgresive repetition. It is used, principally, to train small units to pefom
tasks requiring a high degree of teamwork, such as fire and maneuver actions in danger areas,
and counter-ambush techniques.

16 Hq M9
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Padmaged Marine Corps requireent and the means to achieve them estblishied to provide nonexpedabl items needed to outfit/equip an individual or organization in order to meetmssos

An estabWihe need baned on a validated deficiency in the ability of the Marine Corps to provide
non-eocpendble items needed to outfit/quip,an individual or organization.

Trining evets conducted under simulated combat conditions in which troops and armiament of
one side are actually present. Forces or equipment of the opposition may be either imagined or
partially or fully presnt
Functional Capability
See CAPABIHiTY.
F~awlnl Concep
See CONCEPT'.
Individual Task
A composite of related activities, performed for an immediate purpose by an individual.
Individual Job Task
A specific combinationi of an INDIVIDUAL TASK that maims up a JOB. A JOB must be
associated with at least one and possibly many INDIVIDUAL TASKS.
Individual Standard
Level of proficiency to which a Marine must perform a tast

T1e environment in which instructio or learning will occur.
16 MW 1W4
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Pack~ge Maine Cors requ•ireet to meet missions

ked to the means (e.g. materil,

human resources) to achieve them.

TV!Mg 114 Requll -- t
A capability that satisfies a doctrinal, oraniational, training and education, equipmet or/and
facilities and support need that has been identified as a deficiency or opportunity.
BRATED REQUIRFME

The

is the optimal combination of DOTES elements that has been

seleced.
InJwuavmio Alternative
A potential "solution" or plan to correct a 'real" need. It may c

of the purchase of new

equipmet, of providing additional training, of altering the present methods of training or any
other viable means of correcting the deficiency.
Job
The combination of all human performance required for one personnel position in a system.
(e.g., driver).
Job Aid
A checklist, procedural guide, decision table, worksheet, algorithm, or other tool used by job

incwnbaits to aid in task performance.
Knowledge
Information required to perform an activity for the effective accomplishment of a task.

Leaulng Objective
A statement of the behavior or performance expected as a result of a learning experience.

A region of the world for which plans are developed.
I# r, zm
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MUmy Mmpower Traini

Report (MMI)

Tbrann Cateory

One of five classifications of individual training (Recruit, Officer Acquisition, Specialized Skill,
Fiht and Professional Development Education) used by OSD and Congress for planning,

programming and budgeting purposes.
Mhinm
A task, together with a purpose, which clearly indicates the action which is to be taken and the
reason therefor.

MWssiom Area
A grouping of related functions which together support the accomplishment of a mission. There
are currently 12 Mission Areas.

Mission Capability
A required ability to accomplish a mission supporting a concept of operations.
Need
Lack of something required or desirable.

Occupational lFeld
A range of related Military Occupational Specialties (MOSs).
Opeational Capabiflty
See CAPABILITY.

ovm-a
rt
l Conae
See CONCEPT.

The recognition of a current or conceptual capability tat if expanded upon would enhanme
baflield sucess.

16 Ur 1M4
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structure with a mission.

orsn---- P'rogram
A packaged Marine Corps requirement linked to the means to achieve an improvement in an
adminitative structure that has a mission.

An established need based on a valid deficiency in an administrative structure with a mission.

Person
A human being.

pian
A detailed scheme or method for the accomplishment of an objective.

Program Elemen
A maim classification of apprpriatons within the DoD Program Objectives Memorandum
(POM) and Future Years Defense Plan (FYDP).

An asset required or made available to an organization to accomplish a purpose.

SkE
The ability to pcefor

an action.

Smdard
An exact value, a physical entity, or an abstract concept, established and defined by authority,
custom, or common consent to serve as a reference, model, or rule in measuring quantities or
qualities, establishing practices or procedures, or evaluating results. A fixed quantity or quality.

III eW 1"#
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Pacaged Marine Cap=
support eqmui-ements lin]wd to the means to achieve them.

An established support need based on a validated deficiency justifying the timely allocation of
resources to achieve a capability to accomplish approved military objectives, missions, or tasks.
S __o-ting Capability
See CAPABILITY.

Supportng Conl
See CONCEPT.

T&E Capability Set
One of the eight classifications of individual training (Recruit, Officer Acquisition, Specialized
Skill, Mission-oriented, Flight, Professional Military Education, Marine Battle Skills and
Related) used internally in the Training and Education Division for planning, programming and
budgeting purposes.
T&E Intervention Action
An actio• taken o correct a T&E deficiency or to take advantage of a T&E opportunity.
T&E Program

Packged Marine Corps training and education requirements linked to the means to achieve them
that are needed to meet a mission.

T&E ,

q

-aitS

Any identified training and education need based on a validated deficiency justifying the

allocabo of resources to achieve a capability to accomplish approved military objectives,
missions or taks.

1I

may In
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TW&
A composite of rulmed activites performed for an immeditet purpose. (Activities are
perceptions, decisions, and responses in a single unit of work and are written in
UPWRatrMaiti! language, e~g. Ochang a tire.")

Any device or technique used to measure performance.
Tes~tRem
A performance measure.
Tralinig Event
An occurrence such as a wargame, exercise or drill which supports training.
Training Facility
A permanent or semi-permanent government, military, or contrctor real propert used for the
purpose of supporting or conducting training.
Trainng MatwW
Weapons, equipment, tools, supplies and systems used for training and education purposes.
Trininhg Objectin
A goal of a training event.
Traiin Plan

A document that outlines the general plan for the conduct of individual and collectiv training
in an organrzatilon.
TftTask
A task or job-task identified to be trained.

is MW IM4
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Unit
Any military element whose structure is prescribed by competent authority, such as a table of
o

niaon and equim t: specifically, pan of an organzaton.

Unk lMiuh
A specific combination of one UNIT with one MISSION. A UNIT must be associated with at

least one and possibly many MISSIONs.
Unit Mbilon Task
A unique identification of one TASK to be performed by a UNIT in the conduct of a specific
MISSION. A UNIT with a specific MISSION must be associated with at least one and possibly
many TASKs.
Wargaz•e
Battle simulations, both manual and computer-assisted.

Warfgting Evironment
The anticipated conflict environment that covers the spectrum of conflict as defined in CICS
MOP 50. The current environments are; Peace Through Confrontation (PTC), Less

Regional

Conflict (LRC), Major Regional Conflict (MRC), Theater Nuclear War (TNW) and General
Nuclear War (GNW).

16 aq 19M
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SECTION 3
BUSINESS RULES
Business rules applicable to the Key-based Data Model are presented in the following table.
The table includes a row for each relationship defined on the data model. A row contains the
parent and child entities, the verb phrase, and a statement of the relationship.

Paret Entity

Business Rule

Child Entity

Verb Phrase

ALTERNATVVEIMPLEMZETATIONSET

may establish

INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENT

An ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATION-SET may
establish 0 or more
INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENTs.

ALTERNATIVEIMPLEWMqTATIONSET

is grouped by

CAPABILITY-SET

An ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATION-SET is
grouped by 1 CAPABILrIT-

SET.
BATTLEFIELJACTIVITY

MISSION-AREA

is an elemnt of

A BA¶TLEFIELD-ACTIVITY
is an element of 1 or more
MISSION-AREAs.

BATIrEFqEWACTIVITY

is composed of

TASK

A BATTLEFIELD-ACTIVITY
is composed of I or mor
TASKs

BUDGET

is comprised of

BUDGET-LINE-rM

A BUDGET is comprised of I
or more BUDGET-LINEITEMs.

BUDGET

RESOURCE

is a plan for

A BUDGET is a plan for I or
more RESOURCEs.

BUDGET

allocates resources for

INTRATEDPROGRAM

A BUDGET allocates resources
for I or more INTEGRATEDPROGRAMs.

BUDGET-ACVITY

classifies

BUDGET-LINE-rTEM

A BUDGET-ACTIV1TY
classifies 1 or more BUDGET-

LINE-nTFAM
CAPABILIrY

doet

MISSIONCAPABILITY

satisfies

A CAPABTY satisfies I or
mom MISSION-CAPABILITies

*

A umsine sula is an english language statemet of fact that defines the relationships and constraints

td

finctimiml environmmnt placm on data.

16 may 1"s
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Verb Phrase

Parent Entity

Child Entity

Busine

Rule

CAPABILTY-ET

groups

ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATIONSET

A CAPABILIT-SET groups I
or moe ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATION-SETs.

CLASS

is iteration of

COURSE

A CLASS is an iteration of I or
more COURSEs.

CLASS

is conducted in

INST-SETTING

A CLASS is conducted in I or
more INST-SETTINGs.

CLASS

My support

TRAINING-EVENT

A CLASS my support 1 or
more TRAINING-EVENTs.

COLLECTIVESTANDARD

is derived from

COLLECTIVE-TASK

A COLLECTIVE-STANDARD
is derived from I or more
COLI.ECTIVE-TASKs.

COLLECTIVE-TASK

is measured by

COLLECTIVESTANDARD

A COLLECTIVE-TASK is
measured by 0 or more
COLLECTIVE-STANDARDs.

CONCEPT

drives

MISSIONCAPABILITY

A CONCEPT drives I or more
MISSION-CAPABELITies.

COURSE

has

CLASS

A COURSE has 1 or more
CLASSe.

COURSE

may be pat of

CURRICULUM

A COURSE may be part of I or
more CURRICULUM.

COURSE

is presented through

DELVERY-SYSTEM

A COURSE is presented
through I or more DELIVERYSYSTEMs

COURSE

is built to teach

JOB

A COURSE is built to teach 1
or more JOBs.

COURSE

is attended by

PERSON

A COURSE is attended by 1 or
more PERSONs.

COURSE

is validated using

TEST

COURSE

teaches

TRAINING-TASK

A COURSE is validated using 1
or more TESTs.
A COURSE teaches 1 or more
TRAINING-TASKs.

CURRICULUM

contain

COURSE

A CURRICULUM contains I or
more COURSEs.

CURRICULUM

may be part of

T&E PROGRAM

A CURRICULUM way be part
of 0 or more T&E
PROGRAMs.

DEFICIENCY

is a shortcoming in

MISSIONCAPABILITY

A DEFICIENCY is a
shortcoming in I or more
MISSION-CAPABILrTies.
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panot Emill

Child Entity

Verb Phrase

Busines Rule

DEFICIENCY

lenrated,

NEED

A DEFICIENCY generats 1 or
more NEED&.

DELIVERY-SYSTlEM

is used to preset

COURSE

A DE11VERY-SYSTEM is used
to proemt 1 or momn COURSEs.

DELIVERtY-SYSTEM

is pant of

TRAINING-MATEJUEL

A DELIVERY-SYSTEM is pean
of 1 or wore TRAININGMATERIEL.

INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK

is comprised of

INDrIVIDUAL-TASK

A specific INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK is comprised of I or
more INDIVIDUAL-TASKs.

JOB

An INDIVIDUAL-JOB-TASK
1 or more JOBs.

INI)IIDUAL-JOBTASK

omrs
________________comprise

INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK

is measured by

INDIVIDUALSTANDARD

An INDIVIDUAL-JOB-TASK is
measured by 1 or more
INDIVYIDUAL-STANDARDs.

INDIVIDUALSTANDARD

measures

INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK

An INDIVIDUAL-STANDARD
measures 1 or mr
INDIVIDUAL-JOB-TASKs.

INDIVIDUALSTANDARD

is converted to

LEARNINGOBJECTIVE

An INDIVIDUAL-STANDARD
is converted to 1 or more
LEARNING-OBJECFIVEs.

INDIPiDUAL-TASK

may be part of

INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK

An INDIVIUAL-TASK way
be part of Ioror
INDIVIDUAL-JOB-TASKs.

INST-SETTING

is environment for

CLASS

An INST-SETTHNG is an
environment for 1 or more

_

_

CLASSes.

_

INST-SETTING

is part of

TRAINING-FACILITY

An INST-SETTING is part of 0
or 1 TRAINING-FACILITWes

IN'TEGRATEDPROGRAM

is resoutrced by

BUDGET

An IN7TEGRATED-PROGRAM
is resourced by 0 or more
BUDGETs.

INTEGRATEDPROGRAM

satlisfies

INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENT

An INTERATED-PROGRAM
satisfies; 1 or mr
INTEGRATED-

_____________REQUIREMENTs.

INTEGRATEDPROGRAM

satisfies

T&E-INTERVENTIONACTION

An INTERATED-PROGRAM

satisfies; 0 or more TaBINTERVENTION-ACTIONs.
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Child Entity

Vfrb Phrase

PArNt*Eafti

Busnium Rule

TINTEGRATED)RBQUIREMJENT

nay be satisfied by

INTEGRATEDPROGRAM

An INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENT way be
satisfied by 0 or more
INTEGRATED-PROGRA~s.

INTEGRATEDREQUIRE3MENT

may result from.

TRAINING-PLAN

An INTEGRATEDREQUIREMVENT may result
from 1 or more TRAININGPLANs.

INTEGRATEDREQiJIRE3MENT

is satisfied by

T&E-INTERVENTIONACTION

An INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENT is satisfied by
o or move T&EINTERVENTION-ACI'IONs

INTERVENTIONALTERNATIVE

may be a

T&E-INTERVENTIONACTION

An INTERVENTIONALTERNATIVE may be 0 or
more T&E-INTERVENTION-

JOB

determines content of

COURSE

A JOB determines the content of

JOB

is comprised of

INDIVIDUAL-JOBTASK

A JOB comprises 1 or more
INDIVIDUAL-JOB-TASKs.

JOB-AID

A JOB may be accomplished

may be accomplished
usig

JOB

____________using

___________

JOB
JOB-AID

0 or more JOB-AI~s.

may be contained in

0CC-FIELD

A JOB may be contained in 0 or
I 0CC-FIELDs.

may be used to

JOB

A JOB-AID may be used to

________accomplish

___________accomplish

I or more JOBs.

eurdt

KNOWLEDGE

is required to accomplish

TASK

KOLDEi

LEARNINGOBJECTIVE

is derived from

INIVIDUALSTANDARD

A LEARNING-OBJECTIVE is
derived from 1 or more

LEARNINGOBJECTIVE

is correlated to

TEST-rI`EM

A LEARNING-OBJECTIVE is
correlated to 1 or mom TESTITEMs.

LOCATION

may be associated with

PLAN

A LOCATION may be
associated with 0 or mr
PLANs.

MISSION

reursMISSION-

A MISSION requires 1 or more
MISSION-CAPABIL]Ties.

____________CAPABILIT

MISSION

16 Afw 19w4

may be

UNIT-MISSION
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A MISSION may be 0 or more
UNrT-MISSIONs.
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Fruv

MISON-AREA

Chu Entity

Verb Pbran

EmtWy

BATTLEFIELDACTIVrff

conains

Bum . Rule
A MISION-AREA combin 1
or mwm BATTILEFIELDACTIV1frm.

MISSION-AREA

may Support

MISSION

A MISSION-AREA may wpport
1 or -m MISSIONs.

MISSIONCAPAB3ITY

is the mem to
implement

CONCEPT

A MISSION-CAPABILrTY is
the meas to implemut I or
move CONCEPTs.

MMTR-TRAVQNGCATEGORY

classifie

T&E PROGRAM

A TRAINING-CATEGORY
classifies I or more T&E
PROGRAMs.

NEED

my be satisfied by

ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATIONSET

A NEED may be satisfied by 0
or more ALTERNATIVEIMPLEMENTATION-SETs.

OCC-FIELD

is comprised of

JOB

An OCC-FIELD is comprised of
1 or more JOBs.

OPPORTUNITY

improves

CAPABILITY

An OPPORTUNITY improves 1
or moe CAPABILiries.

OPPORTUNITY

senor""

NEED

An OPPORTUNITY genaues 0
or mores NEEDs.

ORGANIZATION

hu

BUDGET

An ORGANIZATION has 1 or
more BUDGETs.

ORGANIZATION

requires

RESOURCE

An ORGANIZATION requirs
I or wme RESOURCES.

ORGANIZATION

has

PERSON

An ORGANIZATION has I or
more PERSONs.

ORGANIZATION

my parficipate in

TRAINING-EVENT

An ORGANIZATION may

participate in 0 or we
TRAINING-EVENT.
ORGANIZATION

has

TRAINING-PLAN

An ORGANIZATION has 0 or
more TRAINING-PLANs.

ORGANIZATION

has

UNIT

An ORGANIZATION has 1 or
more UNITs.

PERSON

sands

COURSE

A PERSON attends 0 or more
COURSEs.

PERSON

is assigned to

ORGANIZATION

A PERSON is assigned to 1 or
more ORGANIZATIONs.

PERSON

patcipaft in

TRAINING-EVENT

A PERSON participates in 0 or
more TRAINING-EVENTs.
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hrant zEay

C(d Entity

Verb Phrae

du

Rule

PLAN

diclates

MISSION

A PLAN dictas 1 r more
MISSIONs.

PROGRAM-ELMENT

has

BUDGET-LINA-ITEM

A PROGRAM-ELEMENT has 1
or mone BUDGET-LINEITEMS.

SKILL

may be required to

TASK

A SKILL may be required to
accomplish I or mowe TASKs.

_

_

-_
_

_

_

_

STANDARD

measures

CAPABILITY

A STANDARD measur
more CAPABILITies.

STANDARD

i conducted under

CONDITION

A STANDARD is conducted
under 1 or more CONDITIONs.

STANDARD

guides

TRAU1NIG-EVENT

A STANDARD guides 0 or
more TRAINING-EVENTs.

STANDARD

is used to evaluate

UNIT-MISSION-TASK

A STANDARD is used to
evaluate 1 or more UNITMISSION-TASKs.

T&E-CAPABILITYSET

classifies

T&E-PROGRAM

A T&E-CAPABILITY-SET
classifies I or more T&EPROGRAMs.

T&EINTERVENTIONACTION

is satisfied by

INTEGRATEDPROGRAM

A T&A-INTERVENTIONACTION is satisfied by I or
me INTEGRATEDPROGRAMs.

T&EINTERVENTIONACTION

may be satisfied by

INTEGRATEDREQUItEMENT

A T&E-INTERVENTIONACTION may be satisfied by I
or more INTEGRATED-

1 or

________________________REQUIREMENTs&

T&EINTERVENTIONACTION

is an

INTERVENTIONALTERNATIVE

A T&E-INTERVENTIONACTION is 1 or we
INTERVENTIONALTERNATIVEs.

T&AINTERVENTIONACTION

may be

TRAINING-EVENT

A T&E-INTER•EwNTIONACTION may be 0 or more
TRAINING-EVENTs.

T&A PROGRAM

may have

CURRICULUM

A T&E PROGRAM may have 0
or more CURRICULUMs.

T&E PROGRAM

uses

TRAINING-MATERIEL

T&A

is addressed by

RQMNT
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A T&E PROGRAM um I or

more TRAiNING-MATERIEL
T&E RQMNT is addressed by 1
or me T&EINTERVENTION-ACTIONs.
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Paredt

TASK

Child Fdtly

Verb Phrase

Fatly

A TASK requires ame or mr

reursKNOWLEDGE
___________

Buslaniu Rule

___________KNOWLEDGE.

TASK

amy require

SKILL

A TASK mey require 0 orSKILL&

TASK

is a

TRAINING-TASK

A TASK is 1 or more
TRAINING-TASKs.

TASK

supports

UNIT-MISSION-TASK.

A TASK mapporta 1 or mr
UNlT1-MISSION-TASKs.

TEST

may be used to validate

COURSE

A TEST may be used to validate
or mome COURSEs.

__________I

TEST

is comprised of

TEST-ITEM

A TEST is comprised of I or
more TEST-ITEMs.

TEST-rrEM

is derived from

LEARNINGOBJECTIVE

A TEST-IT1EM is derived from
1 or more LEARNINGOBJECTPIVFs.

TEST-ITEM

is included in

TEST

A TEST-ITEM is included in 1
or maore TESTs.

TRA2INING-EVENT

may be a

CLASS

A TRAINING-EVENT may be
o or more CLASSes,

TRAINING-EVENT

may occur in

ORGANIZATION

A TRAINING-EVENT may
occur in 1 or mome
ORGANIZATION&.

TRAINING-EVENT

includes

PERSON

A TRAINING-EVENT includes
1 or more PERSONs.

TRAINING-EVENT

may be developed using

STANDARD

A TRAINING-EVENT may be
developed using 0 or mr

_____

____STANDARD&.

TRAINING-EVENT

may be

T&B-INTERVENTIONALTERNATIVE

A TRAINING-EVENT may be
0 or more T&EINTERVENTIONALTERNATIVEs.

TRAINING-EVENT

masy be included in

TRAINING-PLAN

A TRAINING-EVENT may be
included in 0 or more
TRAINING-PLANs.

TRAINING-FACIInTY

supports

TRAINING-EVENT

A TRAINING-FACEIUTY

DELIVERY-SYSTEM

TRAINING-MATERIEL may

may include
TRAININGMATERIELinldIorawDEVRY
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____
____

PROGRAMS.

___

____

A TRAINING-OBJECrIVE is
contained in I or mrn

TRAINING-PLAN

is contained in

TRAININGOBJECTIV

TRAINING-MATERIEL is wed
by 1 or moeTAB

T&E PROGRAM

is used by

TRAININGMATERIEL

Buinm Rule

Child EMI~y

Verb Phi...

postn Fdlky

______________TRAINING-PLANs.

____ _

___
____

__ ____ ___

___TRAINING-TASKS.

____ _

___
_

___
____

___

____

__

____

___

___

REQUIREMENTS.

A TRAINING-PLAN is
developed by I or moan

ORGANIZATION

is developed by

TRAINING-PLAN

A TRAINING-PLAN may result
in 0 or INTEGRATED-

INTEGRATEDREQUIREMENT

MYrewit in

TRAINING-PLAN

A TRAINING-OBJECTIVE is
specified by I or --

TRAINING-TASK

is specified by

TRAININGOBJECTIVE

_____________ORGANIZATIONs.

____
____

______

____

____ _

___
_

___
____

___

____

__

specifies training for

TRAINING-TASK

___

____

___

___

____

EVENTS.

A TRAINING-PLAN contains 1
or more TRAINING-

TRAININGOBJECTIVE

contains

TRAINING-PLAN

A TRAINING-PLAN may
contain I or m-re TRAINING-

TRAINING-EVENT

may contain

TRAINING-PLAN

___

OBJECTIVES.

A TRAINING-TASK Specifies
training for 0 or more

TRAINING-EVENT
______________TRAINING-EVENTs.

____ ___ ____

____
___

____
___

_

__

___

____

___

UNIT-MISSION

beg

UNIT

A TRAINING-TASK is deuived
from 1 or nmoe TRAINING-

TRAININGOBJECTIVE

is durived from

TRAINING-TASK

___
____

____

OBJECTIVES.

A UNIT has 1 or mome UNIT-

___MISSIONs.

UNIT

is pod of

ORGANIZATION

A UNIT is part of I or morm
ORGANIZATIONs.

UNIT MISSION

is supported by

UNIT-MISSION-TASK

A UNIT-MISSION is supported
by 1 or momn UNIT-MISSION-

UNIT-MISSION-TASK

is evaluated ung

STANDARD

A UNIT-MISSION-TASK is

UNIT-MISSION-TASK

cprs

TASK

A UNIT-MISSION-TASK

dictates
WARFIGETINGENVIRWNETEVRNEN

PLAN

AWRIU
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SZCTION 4
KEY-BASE) DATA MODEL
This Sectiom presents the Overview Data Model and four views' to help understand the
relatiehip between data entities and atttes.
As stated in the U.S. Marine Corps Combat Development Process, Versin 1.1, Draft Model
dated March 10, 1994.
"The Marine Corps Combat Development Process (CDP) is a process which formulates
battlefield requirements and produces combat-ready Marine Air-Ground Task Forces
(MAGTFs) based upon fundamental concepts supported by interdependent systems for
development of doctrine, training and education, organization, equipment, and facilities
and support."
"The USMC is committed to improved integration of the Marine Corps Combat
Development Process. The CDP encompasses all activities needed to produce combatready Marine Air-Ground Task Forces (MAGTF's)-from development of operational
concepts to fielding and sustainment of resources. The CDP extends across virtually all
organizations of the Marine Corps and other Service functions participating in the
development of MAGTF's. The CDP also influences and is influen•ed by other Service
combat developmekt processes to ensure interoperability in the Joint arena."
The Marine Corps retains its razor sharp, highly mobile, force-in-readiness character by
continually evolving and adapting. Therefore, the Marine Corps is constantly reevaluating its
capabilities, looking at more effective ways to prepare and train its personnel, and developing
nilanced uses for it equipment. This innovative mindset ensures the Corps is always relevant
and able to respond when the Nation's interests are challenged.
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The marine Corps Tining Readiness Support system (mmss) is an integral part of the
Combat Development Process. It will standardize training readiness assessment and link training
resource allocation directly to warfighting req-rents and training readiness.
The data model identifies data requiremwts and relationships needed to establish a decision
support data base. The Overview Data Model, View 1, emphasizes data that impact trwaining
program assessnt, resource allocation, and readiness within the Combat Development Process.
Views 2 through 5 depict the data relationships centered around CDP/Mission, Concept,
Program and Task respectively.
In order to show the relationship of data entities supporting training readiness assessment and
resource allocation, it was necessary to expand the view of the model outside of the "traditional"
boundaries of Training and Education to include the CDP. Within the model, some "many-tomany" relationships were intentionally left as umany-to-many" since resolving thone relationships
into mone-o-oe" or "one-to-many" is beyond the scope of this task.
Prior. to data base design, a Fully Attributed Data Model in specific assessment and resource
allocation processes needs to be developed.
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CDP/MJSSION VIEW

4.1

The Combat Development Process is evolving. It is a process which formulates battlefield

requiremnts and produces combat ready MAGTF's based on fundamental concepts supported
by in1 t dp 1 t systems for development of doctrine, training/education, organiztion,
equipment and facilities/support. The process is used to identify problems, find solutions, and
then to ensure that solutions are fielded and monitored so they continue to meet the needs of the

operating forces. The CDP is composed of three systems. The Concept Based Requirements
System (CBRS) begins with the development of operational and functional concepts and leads
to the identification of required combat capabilities. The Solution Development System (SDS)
assesses and meets the requ

ts. The Capability Support System (CSS) reviews, maintains,

and updates the capability throughout its life cycle.
Executive Order A-109 of April 5, 1976 states that "(d)etermination of mission need should be
basd on analysis of an agency's mission reconciled with overall capabilities, priorities and
resources.'

The order further states that *(a) mission need may result from a deficiency in

existing agency capabilities or the decision to establish new capabilities in response to
technologically feasible opportunity."
DoD Instructim 5000.2 of April 23, 1991 directs that the DoD components's requirements
generdtion systems focus on identifying deficiencies in current capabilities and opportunities to
provided new capabilities. The instruction states that deficiencies and opportunities will be
described in terms of broad operational capability needs and evaluated to determine if they can
be saftsfied by nonmaterial solutions including changes to operational doctrine, concepts, tactics

training, and/or organization.
Marine Corps Mission Area Analysis (MAA) is the systematic examination of the Marine Corps'
capability to execute its mission. Within 12 defined Mission Areas (MA), this analysis measures
present and projected capabilities, identifies operational deficiencies/opportunities, prioritizes
deficieis, and recommendscataeofize corrective action.
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Banklfield Funcions provide an operational framework of the battlefield.

They provde

continuity and a standard reference from which coilective analysis of mrison areas can be

conducted. The

ven Battlefield Functions are:

"* Maneuve;
"* Fire;

* Air Defe

;

"* Command, Control and Support;
* intefligence;
* Mobility, Count.rmobility and Survivability; and,

* Combat Service Support.
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4.2

CONCEPT VIEW

Concepts define how the Marine Corps operates now or how it will operate in the future. They
are broad in scope and pertain to operational warfighting, the major functional areas and
Supporting Establishment warfighting support. Concepts are developed in response to changes
in the global threat, the National Military Strategy, and higher level guidance. Qpc=QIW
==a describe the way in which the USMC conducts operations. The three current major
operational concepts are "Operational Maneuver from the Sea%, Sustained Operations Ashore*
and mOther Expeditionary Operations." Functional conet describe the way in which the
elements of the MAGTF (command, air combat, ground combat, combat service support)
perform in support of each major operational concept.

Surng Establishment mco

describe the way in which the Supporting Establishment supports the total force. SRCa1
==U are all other concepts (including operational and functional subconcepts) needed to
carry out the mission of the Marine Corps.
Capabilities are abilities to achieve objectives that result from analyzing a concept. Capabilities
may be characterized the same way as concepts: operational, functional, supporting and special.
Near to mid-term combat development is based on goals and capability objectives that are
prioritized in the Marine Corps Master Plan and the Supporting Establishment Master Plan.
This prioritized list of capability objectives is used as a basis for planning, programming, and
budgeting for actions that must be taken to correct deficiencies and shortcomings.
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PROGRAM VIEW

4.3

During Mission Area Analysis, the differences between required capabilities and current/existing
and future/projected capabilities, are identified as deficiencies and prioritized. Opportunities,
the recognition of current or conceptual capability that if expanded upon would enhance
battlefield success, are also identified and prioritized. The identified deficiencies and
opportunities are addressed as follows:
"* A needs statement is drafted;
"* The need is analyzed from the perspective of doctrine, organization, training and
education, equipment, and support and facilities;
"* Alternative implementation solutions (sets) to the need are identified;
4

"* A solution is selected and approved by higher authority;
"* The approved solution is placed in the Requirements Catalog;
Training and education requirements are processed through the Training Development Process.
Like the CDP, the Training Development Process is also evolving. Depending on the magnitude
of the requirement, various actions are initiated:
* The requirement is analyzed;
* Intervention alternatives are considered;
* Alternatives are analyzed for impact on other areas (Doctrine, Organization, Equipment,
Support);
* A Training and Education intervention is recommended;
* The intervention is approved by higher authority; and,
* The approved intervention enters PPBS as a FYDP Program.

The Marine Corps PPBS organization and procedures are designed to reduce a complex,
unstructured situation into its essential elements, organizing those elements into a logical and
consistent format and communicating the results effectively. This system explicitly integrates
the expertise and professional judgement of the military officer and senior defense executive with
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a ratonal decision process and applicable tools and techniques. The objective is to provide a
framework for better decision making in a complex resource allocation problem.
Planning fobres and fiscal guidance constraints are translated into achievable packages called

Programs. Programming finds the best match between warfighting requirements which have
become programming objectives (mission requirements) and the means (financial, human,
material) to fulfill them.
Budgeting is the actual execution of plans and progrms; the application of available resources
to recruit, train, retain, equip and house Marines, and maintain the Marine Corps. It is an
iterative process. Each decision or action in any phase affects all other phases.
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4.4

TASK VIEW

Peacetime training requirements focus on a unit's combat mission.

Focusing on combat

requirements recognizes that proficiency cannot be achieved on every training task. However,
commanders can achieve a successful training program by consciously narrowing the focus to
a reduced number that are essential to mission accomplishment

These tasks make up the

Mission-Essential Task List (METL).
All organizations from force to battalion/squadron level prepare METLs. Command groups and
staff elements at each level develop METIs to address mission-essential tasks in their areas of
responsibility. Each organization's METL is approved by the next higher commander in the
operational chain of command. Command group METLs are approved by the commander.
Staff METLs are approved by the organization's commander or chief of staff.
For unit training, the unit mission is analyzed to determine what needs to be done and whether
or not individuals and units in the organization are organized and/or trained to carry out the
mission. A training plan is designed and developed to ensure that the mission can be
accomplished.
For individual training, determining required skills and what the job holder must know or do is
accomplished using a systematic research process called Front-End Analysis (FEA). FEA
involves the identification, collection, collation and analysis of job performance data and results
in a comprehensive list of tasks and performance requirements for instructional development.
The entire training system and all training programs are built around standards. Training
standards establish the tasks that units and individual Marines are expected to be capable of
performing, define proficiency, and serve as a means of diagnosing training deficiencies. Since
all training standards are derived from the specific mission requirements of the Marine Corps
and developed using current doctrine, they ensure that all Marines are being trained to perform
activities which are oriented towards actual combat.
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Collective training standards are measures of unit mission performance and are published as
Mission Performance Standards (MPS). These standards are derived from and developed by
incorporating current doctrinal techniques and procedures. MPSs prescribe the specific tasks
that a unit must be capable of performing in order to execute a particular mission. They should

be closely aligned to mission essential tasks.
Performance requirements for all Occupational Field Specialties are defined by Individual
Training Standards (iTS).

MTSs are the basis for all individual instruction in units and in formal

schools/training centers.

MTSs specify measures of performance that are to be used in analyzing

individual performance and evaluating individual instruction. Most ITSs are derived from the
MCCRES MPSs and prescribe those individual tasks that a Marine must be able to perform
(within MOS/grade) in order for the unit to successfully execute MPS.
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